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ABSTRACT

The application of Networked Virtual Environment
(NVE) technology on mobile devices is an emerging area
in research. The marketing potential for these types of
applications, when deployed on mobile networks is huge,
both for entertainment and professional use. This statement
can be verified when observing the popularity of these
types of applications on the PC platform. Traditionally,
mobile devices were regarded as too limited for NVE-
technology deployment in terms of processing power,
screen resolution and interaction capabilities. Recent
developments have pushed the boundaries and overcome
some of these problems. However, it is clear that applica-
tions should still adapt to the inherent limitations of the
mobile platform. In this paper, we show how our existing
NVE framework was adapted for use on mobile platforms.
Three major factors are taken into consideration : universal
access to NVEs, issues in rendering and optimizations
for direct and natural forms of communication between
participants. The resulting framework enables connection
to an NVE at any time, while remaining compatible with
fixed-network users.
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1 Introduction

Networked Virtual Environment (NVE) technology has
been the primary building block of popular applications
on the Internet, such as (massively) multiplayer on-line
games[6] and on-line communities[13][23]. Traditionally,
these applications are run on a powerful PC with a high
bandwidth always-on connection to a local area network or
the Internet. An emerging trend can be observed towards
the deployment of these ‘traditional’ applications on mo-
bile platforms. Especially entertainment-related software is
a prime candidate for such a conversion, witness the grow-
ing popularity of portable game consoles featuring wireless
connectivity[22][14] and java-enabled mobile phones. Ser-
vices deployed on mobile networks to allow gamers in var-

ious locations around the world to compete have shown to
have the potential of becoming a source of revenue[15].

On mobile devices however, comparable hardware
to the PC platform is not (yet) readily available. Mobile
devices suffer, among others, from limited screen space,
processing power and input/output facilities. Some of these
problems and limitations may be resolved/diminished in fu-
ture (e.g. processing power), others are inherent to the com-
pact form factor of the devices (e.g. screen size). When
porting NVE technology based applications to mobile plat-
forms, the impact of these factors on the overall user expe-
rience and satisfaction should be investigated and the ap-
plication should be adapted from the ‘traditional’ version.

In this paper, we will concentrate on three of the fac-
tors that have a major impact on the overall appeal of the
application, namely universal access, graphical presenta-
tion of the application and direct communication between
participants.

2 Related Work

Network access to networked virtual environments can be
provided using a number of underlying technologies. Some
of these include GPRS (for truly mobile users), 802.11
WiFi (near hotspots), WiMax or 3G networks [7]. Our
proposed NVE framework is specifically targeted towards
WiFi access, but can easily be adapted for use on higher and
lower capacity networks, as will be described in this paper.
On a higher level, IPv6 is an enabling technology [26]that
will facilitate communication among mobile clients, with
its extended address space, better multicast support and in-
tegrated QoS facilities. It is important to stress that it is not
the goal of our research to just have an application running
on mobile devices that is not able to connect and/or com-
municate with other (fixed network) applications and de-
vices. We believe ‘backwards-compatibility’ to be a very
important factor if these mobile applications are to gain
popularity.

Communication in networked virtual environments
has been evolving from elementary text-based communi-
cation (text line chatting) to direct means of communica-
tion using speech through VOIP technology. An area of
research that has not yet been fully explored is the use of



video in NVE applications. The impact of video is espe-
cially important in large-scale environments where large
numbers of users and large environments are present. Some
time ago, our research group has provided some insight
in these problems and offered solutions for fixed network
clients. We would like to refer the interested reader to [18],
[17] and [19] for a more detailed explanation. In this paper,
we will explain how this approach can be extended further
towards the inclusion of mobile devices.

Streaming high-quality video to mobile devices is un-
feasible in many application scenarios due to the lack of
throughput on mobile networks. A common solution to
this problem consists of transcoding the video streams in-
side the network to a lower bitrate and/or resolution before
they reach the mobile user. Usually, this transcoding is per-
formed by a proxy located close to the receiving client [5]
[12] [21].

As stated before, the restrictions of the mobile plat-
forms are the main reason why a lot of work on rendering
virtual environments on PDA devices has been focussed on
remote rendering. In [11] for instance, the authors make
use of the Chromium[9] framework to provide a solution
for rendering detailed models on less powerful devices. For
remote rendering, the PDA is only used as a remote inter-
action and visualization device , which overcomes some
limitations of these devices. Another benefit is that the
source data does not need to be transmitted to the mobile
device which increases security for applications that handle
sensitive data. Another line of development has been fo-
cussing on actual 3D rendering on the PDA device, which
is also what we set out to achieve in this work. These devel-
opments have been inspired by the introduction of several
mobile 3D APIs [3][4], rendering engines [1] and the emer-
gence of mobile graphics hardware[2].

In our renderer, we make use of an hybrid
geometric/image-based rendering scheme which utilizes
geometry simplification based on [8], and the relief-texture
mapping technique which was introduced by Oliveira in et
al. [16]. The relief textures capture the appearance of the
model as seen from each side of the bounding box. During
rendering, each visible relief texture is pre-warped into a
texture which is subsequently mapped onto the correspond-
ing bounding box quad, resulting in a correct view of the
model.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 3 provides a short introduction to the traditional wired
version of our NVE architecture. It also discusses some
of the issues in enabling access to the NVE anywhere and
anytime. In Section 4, we will provide an overview of the
adaptations in rendering that we implemented in order to be
able to provide the user with an appropriate view of the en-
vironment, depending on the device capabilities. Section 5
discusses the infrastructure needed to provide mobile users
with video communication functionality. We will describe
the transcoding proxy architecture used to accomplish this.
Section 7 provides some conclusions and pointers for fu-
ture work.

Figure 1. Mobile clients connect to our NVE application
through an intelligent proxy.

3 Universal Access to NVEs

As mentioned, we have based the work in this paper
on a large-scale NVE application that was developed in-
house[18]. When the clients log in to the NVE server, they
first receive a list of available worlds from which they can
select the one they want to explore. Upon selection of a
world, the server transmits the static world information to
the client. Each world is structured as a regular grid of rec-
tangular regions. This spatial subdivision is used to speed
up both visibility calculations in the renderer as well as net-
work transmissions.

The framework relies heavily on multicasting to dis-
tribute NVE state information such as client position and
orientation as well as video and audio data. Each world re-
gion maps to a unique multicast address. Clients send their
own state information to the multicast address that corre-
sponds to the region they are currently positioned in. To
receive data, clients simply subscribe to the multicast ad-
dresses of the regions in their current area of interest. In
this way they only receive the data they are interested in.
Video and audio transmissions are handled similarly.

Applications targeting mobile devices should be
available on a wide range of devices and networks in or-
der to be commercially viable. Access to the environment
should be transparent to the user, whatever underlying net-
work technology is being used. The application should dy-
namically adapt to the changes in e.g. bandwidth availabil-
ity , while providing a maximal quality of experience. Uni-
versal access to NVE’s was recently described in another
publication[20], and can be implemented in several ways.
In case a WLAN connection is available that is directly
connected to a LAN, it will usually suffice to just forward
the data. However, when a direct connection between the
mobile network and a LAN is not available, we propose the
introduction of proxies to act as intermediate parties to do
some translation of protocols. Using IPv6, which was de-
signed to accommodate a much larger range of addresses,
multicasting for mobile clients will also become easier to
implement. The architecture of mobile clients connected to
the NVE trough the proxy is depicted in figure 1.



(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2. Rendering the NVE on a mobile device. (a) screenshot from the mobile client. (b) viewing one client video stream.
(c) the same view from the desktop application.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3. Hybrid rendering. (a) using no IBR. (b) using mixed IBR/geometry. (c) using only IBR. Note the difference in
frame-rate.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4. 2D overview of the environment. (a) 2D only on mobile device. (b) combined with video display on mobile device.
(c) corresponding 3D view on PC.



4 Rendering on mobile devices

Our mobile NVE extensions target users on the road using
a PDA or SmartPhone or similar device. We want to give
them the opportunity to stay in touch with the NVE using
a 3D interface comparable to the one they are used to on
their desktop systems. An example of this can be seen in
figure 2. The two images on the left display screenshots
of our client application running on a PDA while the image
on the right shows the corresponding view from the desktop
client. As can be seen, both the environment and the avatars
are represented similarly on both platforms.

We have also provided mobile users with the possibil-
ity to view the video streams transmitted by other users of
the NVE. To indicate which clients are sending out video,
we have placed a multi-colored 3D arrow above the client
avatar. The mobile user can indicate he wants to view a
client video stream by tapping on the corresponding avatar
with the stylus. The 3D arrow of the selected video avatar
will then start rotating, indicating that the currently visible
video originates from that client. The next section will go
into further detail on the efficient distribution of these video
streams. Note that in our current implementation only one
specific video stream can be viewed at a time.

4.1 Hybrid representations

Clients connected to our NVE system request and receive
environment data such as world layout and model data from
the game server. To improve both model transmission and
rendering, our NVE application features representation op-
timizations that have been specifically designed to enable
the client application to present and render a sufficiently
good initial view of the virtual world as quickly as possi-
ble. We have achieved this by using a hybrid representation
approach consisting of both several levels of geometry sim-
plifications and image-based representations of the models
that are used in the environment. Further details of this hy-
brid approach can be found in [10].

In short, the main benefit of using this hybrid system
is that the image-based representations consume less disk
storage and application memory and are faster to send over
the network than their geometrical counterparts. Further-
more, they can be used to increase the rendering framerate,
especially if they are used for representing objects with low
scene priority such as for instance distant objects. Our LoD
selection algorithm determines which model representation
should be used for each object in the environment, based on
the current framerate.

We have incorporated this same strategy in our mobile
renderer. Figure 3 shows a screenshot of our PDA client in
which the user is navigating a world that incorporates 100
objects. Each object is represented by one of 3 different
models. All 3 models also have an image-based represen-
tation, which is used to render the objects that are distant.
The screenshots show that as more image-based models are
used, the framerate increases from approximately 5 for full

geometry rendering to 11.5 frames per second when us-
ing only image-based rendering. In practice, we only use
mixed mode rendering, because when viewed up close the
image-based models do not present sufficient detail, as can
be seen in figure 3 if we look at the flamingo in the front.

4.2 2D interface

While a 3D interface is very nice to use, not all mobile
devices will be capable of displaying the 3D environment
at a sufficiently interactive framerate. For that reason, we
have also implemented a simple 2D interface, as can be
seen in figure 4. Again, we have provided the possibility to
view the video stream send out by one of the other clients.
We have used different colors to indicate whether or not a
client provides a video stream and to indicate which client’s
video stream is currently being displayed. For instance, a
video client is indicated in green, while the selected video
client is colored brown. Other clients are colored blue and
the client’s own avatar is indicated in red. This 2D interface
can be used on a wider range of devices because it is very
lightweight and automatically scales to the resolution of the
device output screen.

5 Video Communication

One of the main challenges we encountered when porting
our multi-user NVE framework to mobile devices was to
provide support for video streaming on these devices. Mo-
bile devices have capabilities and constraints that are very
different from those of standard desktop PCs. In the con-
text of video streaming, the two main limiting factors of
mobile devices are their limited display size and relatively
slow processor. Both these factors imply that video streams
sent to a mobile device ideally should have a rather mod-
est spatial resolution. First of all, it is pointless to send
high resolution video streams to mobile devices since these
devices will normally not be able to display them at their
original resolution. This is especially true for our frame-
work, given that the mobile device in this case needs to di-
vide its available display size over the virtual environment
and incoming video streams, meaning that even less screen
space can be dedicated to displaying received video. Sec-
ondly, lower resolution encoded videos generally require
slightly less processor time to decode than their high reso-
lution counterparts, which is a significant advantage due to
the limited processing power of most mobile devices.

Closely related to the porting issues introduced by
the constraints of mobile devices are the issues associated
with the connection schemes of these devices. In contrast
to desktop PCs, mobile devices are typically connected
through an unreliable, low throughput wireless link. As a
result, mobile users normally have less downstream band-
width at their disposal than desktop users. This means
application designers very deliberately need to distribute
the available client bandwidth over the different types of



Figure 5. The proxy transcodes incoming video streams
on-the-fly to the quality requested by the destined mobile
client.

streams used by their application. Limited downstream
bandwidth however also implies that it is unacceptable to
allocate bandwidth to high-quality multimedia streams if
these streams cannot be displayed efficiently on the re-
ceiving client device due to its constraints and restrictions.
If we translate these observations to our NVE framework,
video streams sent out by video-based avatars and destined
for mobile users should have a relatively low bitrate and
should have a framerate the receiving client device is capa-
ble of decoding in real-time.

Based on the above described requirements, we de-
cided to connect mobile users to wired framework users
through an intelligent proxy equipped with transcoding
functionality. This resulted in the network setup shown in
figure 1. The intelligent proxy acts as a unicast-to-multicast
and multicast-to-unicast gateway for its connected clients.
This means mobile clients on the one hand can unicast their
positional and state information to the proxy, which will
subsequently disseminate this information to all interested
wired clients by sending it to the correct multicast group.
On the other hand, the intelligent proxy subscribes to multi-
cast groups on behalf of connected mobile clients, and sub-
sequently unicasts the relevant information distributed in
these communication channels to them. Furthermore, mo-
bile users can also indicate at which quality they want to re-
ceive video streams. If the requested video quality does not
match the quality of the video stream as sent out by the se-
lected video-based client, the intelligent proxy transcodes
the original video stream to the requested format before for-
warding it to the mobile client. This is illustrated in figure
5.

A general discussion of the implementation of our
intelligent proxy can be found in [24], while the proxy’s
video transcoding functionality is described in full detail in
[25].

6 Test Results and Demonstration

In order to clarify some of the issues described in this paper,
we have recorded a demonstration video and some support-
ing visual material, which is available from the following
URL:

http://research.edm.uhasselt.be/nve/IMSA2005/

7 Conclusions and future work

We have shown how our existing PC-based Networked Vir-
tual Environment framework was adapted for use on mobile
devices. We have identified three major points of interest,
namely universal access to the NVE, graphical represen-
tation of the environment and natural means of personal
communication through the use of video.

Regarding universal access, we have introduced a
proxy architecture that enables remote clients to connect
to the virtual environment that is running on a multicast-
enabled LAN. This enables users of e.g. public hotspots
to remain in touch with everything that is going on in the
virtual environment. We have adapted the rendering to be
able to provide the mobile user with a view on the envi-
ronment that is suited for his/her type of device. When
the device is powerful enough for local 3D rendering, our
hybrid representation method can be used to display large
amounts of simultaneously connected users and/or static
objects, while at the same time keeping the framerate at an
acceptable level. In case a device is not equipped with 3D
hardware and/or limited screen space, a 2D view is used
to represent the environment. Video communication be-
tween clients is made possible through intelligent transcod-
ing proxies that enable on-the-fly conversion between vari-
ous video formats and qualities, to specifically suit the de-
vice and network the user is connected with.

The presented framework will, in the near future,
be extended with the ability for session mobility, through
which a session can be transferred from a fixed-network
PC to a mobile device and back. We will also be looking at
extending the features of video communication, especially
the encoding of video on the mobile device itself. There
are also tests underway to quantify the scalability of the
application, when run on a mobile device.
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